FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 4, 2018

C3 Data is proud to announce CCPI Europe Ltd. as our exclusive UK &
European distributor for our furnace compliance software products
Indianapolis, IN: C3 Data LLC is proud to announce a partnership with CCPI Europe Ltd. for distribution
of our furnace software compliance products throughout the UK and Europe. C3 Data’s innovative
software solutions are now available for streamlining furnace compliance processes for Nadcap,
AMS2750, and CQI-9 for the UK & European aerospace and automotive industries.
Nathan Wright, CEO and founder of C3 Data, states “CCPI has a long history of technology innovation in
the field of temperature measurement. This, combined with their highly experienced sales resources in
both the UK and Europe, makes them the ideal partner for C3 Data. We are excited to introduce our
innovative software to the UK and European aerospace and automotive manufacturing industry.”
Jonathan Golding, Managing Director of CCPI Europe, added, “CCPI Europe is delighted to partner with
C3 Data to take this technology forward into Europe. CCPI Europe; a Marmon Engineered Wire & Cable /
Berkshire Hathaway company, is well positioned to promote this new technology across multiple
industries and corresponding applications. Our depth of application knowledge and industry ties in heat
treatment and thermal processes in Europe, now with the support of the C3 Data team, will allow CCPI
Europe to support this technology in cooperation with forward-thinking customers”

About CCPI: Founded in 1984, CCPI Europe provides high quality temperature measurement solutions
to the aerospace, automotive, aluminum, and other industries. They are experts in the fields of
manufacturing and calibration of temperature sensors, working in partnership with customers to ensure
their customer expectations are exceeded. http://ccpi-europe.com
About C3 Data: C3 Data provides software products to simplify the furnace compliance process for heat
treaters and pyrometry calibration labs seeking to comply with Nadcap (AMS2750) & CQI-9. Providing
real-time visualization of furnace compliance through cloud-based and mobile software, C3 Data’s
solutions are streamlining pyrometry testing processes to drive efficiency and provide peace of mind,
knowing furnaces are qualified and audit-ready. http://c3data.com
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